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Digital service on demand

Dear ladies and gentlemen,
 
by means of the live audio and video transmission of the WAGNER service app, a qualified member of
our service team can support you effectively and reliably in the shortest possible time - without having to
be directly on site with you. This is an advantage which is of particular importance in the current times. 
 
Learn more about the functionalities of the app and how you can get competent support for your system in
only three steps. 
 

Have fun reading and stay healthy! 
The newsletter team of WAGNER Industrial Solutions

WAGNER ONLINE ACADEMY 
Professional training around the clock

In addition to classic classroom training, our
WAGNER Academy also offers you a series of
webinars, video tutorials and other modern
learning techniques via a new online platform,
with which you can continue your own further
training in different subject areas relating to liquid
and powder coating. Access a wide range of
training content at any time! 

LIQUID COATING 
You need a universal device for liquid coating?

The automatic airspray gun TOPFINISH GA
1030 convinces with excellent atomizing
properties and a high-quality spray pattern. The
universal unit is particularly low-wear, which
reduces spare part costs and halves
maintenance costs. This enables process-safe
coating in continuous operation.

INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS 
Intelligent visualization of coating systems

Successful lloT solutions must allow several
coating systems in a company to be easily linked.
This also includes clear system visualization and
intuitive user guidance. Read more about this
topic in our current technical report (source: JOT,
issue 2/2020, magazine archive). 
 

New PaintExpo date 2020

PaintExpo 
World's leading trade fair for industrial coating technology 
12 - 15 October 2020 | Karlsruhe/Germany 
As always, at the largest industry event, you will find comprehensive
information about our current products and solutions for state-of-the-art
coating technology. In our newsletter we will keep you up to date! 
 
(Hall 3, booths 3228 | 3230 | 3328 | 3330)
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